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About This Game

Hack your way into the complex, all by yourself.

Mu Complex won't be available in a bundle anytime soon, we can promise you that.

Ever wanted to be a hacker? Not that AAA kind of hacker. We're talking about real hacker, using the hard old way.
Someone who writes some cryptic commands only he can understand to get deep into some dirty corporation.

That's what you want, that's what we provide.
Don't worry, you'll learn step by step how to do that, to finally become a full-featured hacker.

Featuring a fulfilling storyline, will you save Lya?

Features two episodes

Try and solve hard riddles and puzzles

Learn real Linux terminal commands

Hundreds of emails to read

An immersive background
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Shake your brain and your computer to solve the challenges

Uncover the complex's secrets and save Lya!
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Didn't like the feel of the controls for the game. Was tedious a few minutes in.. Neither of the company's developing this game
exist any more. Both bankrupt and inept as all hell.. I didn't understand what the USB Sharing on the Steamlink was good for
until I came to this page, and I'm INCREDIBLY happy I did; this product is fantastic!

I recently upgraded my TV and it completely broke my ability to easily connect my PC because of some weird HDCP 2.2
compatibility garbage with my receiver. SO, I bought a Steam Link instead. My only issue was that my wireless headset didn't
have volume control plugged into the Steam Link.

This software fixed that! By sharing the headset with my PC using the Steam Link and this app, I have my volume control back!

On top of that, it COMPLETELY fixed my issues with Hyperspin and XInput. I share my Xbox controller through it now and
voila! Works like a charm. Cannot say enough good things about this software for fixing my issues!. No road feel at all. Using a
t300 rs gt. You can ramp up the self aligning torque but get no feel from gravel, tarmac, road at all, just feels very numb. How
can a rally sim have no detail and why do all the early playing you tubers lie when saying how great it feels. THERE IS NO
ROAD EFFECT. No feel of ruts, no feel of surface detail just sideways pull of car and some bumps but no detail, its an awful
feel. I have tried the manual fix and tried settings from 0.9 to 5.0 and all that does is strengthens the wheel weight, not any
detail, plus some settings greyed out.......game 6/10 ffb 1/10. the game doesn't even work. an ingenious puzzle game and a gift to
the world. Fun battle royale? Yes
Bad gun physics? Yes
Bad servers? Yes
Watch out, you might get sued by PUBG Corp. for copying them. the background music fits to game to a T
the atmosphere it creates is wonderful
and throughout the game you are always keep on your toes
what may seem like good choices may due to one slight mistep turn competely different to what you expected
i like that about it
and the true ending is SOO satisfying.
. One of the best free to play games ever.
There aren't even any skins or anything like this!!!
10\/10 Best western shooting simulator.. Do you like Tron? Do you like CTF games? Then you really should get this one!

I've only played this game for a few hours so far and while the story tends to drag a little I really enjoy the visual style of this
game. (Heck, it's the same reason I like Tron!)

PROS: Glowy vector-line graphics, plenty of places to explore and things to see, battles can get really intense
CONS: Difficulty curve is all over the place, aiming takes a bit of practice since your shots are affected by gravity, story drags a
bit, while the music is awesome there isn't enough of it so you spend a lot of the game without any to listen to
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Highly polished puzzle experience, very charming and great music. I would have to say that im disappointed in this game. I
usually enjoy trivia games. But never played a You Don't know Jack Games. The main problem i have with the game is the way
the questions are asked. Instead of simply asking you who directed this and who was in that or what scene is this from. It has to
ask you question in some nonsensical way. like "In the movie Airplane, Jimmy is asked if he has seen a grown man naked. Who
would he see naked in the directors other movies". Its actually a trick question since that movie had 3 directors. Also i got really
annoyed by the narrator constant sarcasm. That alone gives me a reason not to play this again.. This game was very short and
strange. It was meant to be funny and I didn't think it was that great. It has an interesting start but I was hoping for more to it. I
will try playing again and seeing if I can find more to the story. The problem with these games is that once I play through once,
while it is usually worth it, playing through again to find alternate choices is pretty boring, even if I am curious. There should be
a way to save progress when you restart so you can try new things.. This COULD be a nice game, but what ruins it
* tedious UI, it just plain bad console UI, even for a console
* Story is designed for repetitive gameplay, with a level up system which makes a fight either very simple or too hard.
* Story tries to be engaging, but fails with simple "character images + text" kind of display

Unless you are a hardcore fan of match-3, stay away. Weird sentence after the title aside, this is a pretty good and fun
platformer puzzle game. Don't let the look and price fool you this isn't some crap game or asset flip. sure some of the
backgrounds look rough, but for a game thats only a dollar it plays and looks better then most games around the same price.
Well worth your time and money if you like puzzle games with some action thrown in. The sound track isn't bad either. Another
thing I like about the game is it has controller support, which is a plus for me. The dialog is very meh and pointless like most
low budget anime type games have, but luckily you can go to options and turn it off for a full gameplay packed time with no
bull.. Not perfect, but I really liked it a lot!

PRO
- very nice visuals
- wonderful music
- good voice acting (especially the voice on the phone)
- great story!

CON
- even on 'Ultra' the graphics are somewhat blurry; I would have loved a 'super-ultra' setting
- physics can be a bit weird (like in many VR games); f.e. objects falling through furniture, etc
- a rather short game (but I guess fair for the price)

I recommend to everyone who's looking for a story-driven adventure game\/experience.. Please provide a better tutorial on how
to upgrade your planet and such functions. There is no in-game tutorial either...
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